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1. Builds structures using flexible combination of standard shapes and material that are defined using an intuitive interface. 2.
Provides the ability to define complex shapes that are not amenable to traditional design software. 3. Calculate many of the
standard section properties (Section Alignment, Section Thickness, Section Rest, Section Angle etc.) in real-time as sections are
assembled. 4. If necessary, access to the vector data for the assembled object is provided directly through the window. 5.
Dynamic scaling of the drawing is used to present the data in a format suited to the display medium. 6. Extensible to other 2D
and 3D CAD systems. Key Features: 1. Supports international standards for CAD such as IFC, IGES, STEP, COBie, DWG,
DXF and many others. 2. Accurate calculations of section properties in real-time. 3. Provides access to the vector data directly
through the window. 4. No "add and convert" required. The CAD models are manipulated directly in the CAD system. 5. Scale
of the drawing can be dynamically changed to suit display medium. In the early days of GPS navigation, you might ask your
navigator “where is here?” This is the same problem that exists with today’s big data visualizations. Where is here? How do I
map data that represents reality into a data set that represents a map? Navy Navigation maps are graphical representations of the
world in which you navigate. The real world exists in space and time; the navigational information is what links the two. This
data is where you are, at this moment in time, so that you can tell where you are relative to the real world. The navigator can
then show you where “here” is based on where he is at this point in time and you can see where you are relative to the navigator.
You can’t tell that location or direction without having the navigator show you where he is. As you can imagine, the navigator is
basically the brains of the ship. He knows where he is, where he wants to go and what type of maneuver needs to be executed.
He is the “supervisor” of the crew. It is the crew who execute those maneuvers. The navigator provides the real world data that
is used by the crew. Today’s “big data” problems in big data visualization are
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ShapeCAD is a powerful and highly graphical tool for assembling, and calculating section properties for, built up structural
shapes. Sections are created using a built in section database for all common structural shape types, and tools for defining
custom shapes using plate, square and round bar sections. All commonly required section properties are calculated in real-time
as objects are added or manipulated. Section properties can be calculated about a global real world axis, or about the principal
axes of interia. Section properties can be calculated in both S.I. and Imperial/U.S. units. Individual elements, multiple elements
or the entire assembled shape can be manipulated using familiar CAD methods such as Rotate, Mirror, and Move. Limitations:
￭ 30 days trial LASER Description: ShapeCAD is a powerful and highly graphical tool for assembling, and calculating section
properties for, built up structural shapes. Sections are created using a built in section database for all common structural shape
types, and tools for defining custom shapes using plate, square and round bar sections. All commonly required section properties
are calculated in real-time as objects are added or manipulated. Section properties can be calculated about a global real world
axis, or about the principal axes of interia. Section properties can be calculated in both S.I. and Imperial/U.S. units. Individual
elements, multiple elements or the entire assembled shape can be manipulated using familiar CAD methods such as Rotate,
Mirror, and Move. Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial PLATINUM Description: ShapeCAD is a powerful and highly graphical tool for
assembling, and calculating section properties for, built up structural shapes. Sections are created using a built in section
database for all common structural shape types, and tools for defining custom shapes using plate, square and round bar sections.
All commonly required section properties are calculated in real-time as objects are added or manipulated. Section properties can
be calculated about a global real world axis, or about the principal axes of interia. Section properties can be calculated in both
S.I. and Imperial/U.S. units. Individual elements, multiple elements or the entire assembled shape can be manipulated using
familiar CAD methods such as Rotate, Mirror, and Move. Limitations: ￭ 30 days trial SILVER Description: ShapeCAD is a
powerful and highly graphical tool for assembling, and calculating section properties for, built up structural shapes. Sections are
created 77a5ca646e
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Create and manage an unlimited number of sections of any type of structural shape. There are four main sections available as
standard: * Plate Sections * Round Bar Sections * Rectangular Bar Sections * Square Bar Sections * These sections are defined
by the geometry of a plate, bar, square or rectangle. For example a rectangular bar has sides of length A, B, C, D, E, F and a
radius of R. * These are the most common sections available to CAD designers. However ShapeCAD also supports Sections that
describe other geometries for example: * Triangular Bar Sections * Hook Sections * Flat Plate Sections * Round Tube Sections
* Rounded Rectangle Sections * Solid Sections * These Sections are defined using plate, round bar, square bar and rectangular
bar sections. * Create custom sections. Define custom sections using simple geometric shapes. This is useful if you want to
assemble or subtract parts of a specific geometric shape. * Sides, Length, Radius, Radius of a Plate, External Diameter, Height
and Width of a Rectangular Bar, Height and Width of a Round Bar, Length, Height and Width of a Square Bar and Length,
Height and Width of a Plate * If you want to create custom sections it is possible to build up a custom section using a
combination of standard sections. You can create a section from two pieces, or from three pieces. For example if you want to
create a section from two plates you can create a section by taking the section of one plate and adding the sections of both
plates. * Sections can be created using any of the three dimensional shapes available from the toolbar, or you can use standard
CAD methods such as Rotate, Mirror and Move to create a section. Section properties can be calculated about a global real
world axis, or about the principal axes of inertia. Section properties can be calculated in S.I. and Imperial/U.S. units. *
Calculation of section properties is a real time process which is great for real time editing. Section properties can be shown in
graphical representations or on numerical display. * You can create custom sections, or edit existing custom sections. * Section
properties can be calculated for an unlimited number of section objects. * Interact with your project. You can manipulate
sections and objects using familiar CAD methods such as Rotate, Mirror and Move. ShapeCAD Architecture: Section Database
Section Database contains the definition of all section types that are

What's New in the?

ShapeCAD is a powerful and highly graphical tool for assembling, and calculating section properties for, built up structural
shapes. Sections are created using a built in section database for all common structural shape types, and tools for defining
custom shapes using plate, square and round bar sections. All commonly required section properties are calculated in real-time
as objects are added or manipulated. Section properties can be calculated about a global real world axis, or about the principal
axes of interia. Section properties can be calculated in both S.I. and Imperial/U.S. units. Individual elements, multiple elements
or the entire assembled shape can be manipulated using familiar CAD methods such as Rotate, Mirror, and Move. Related
Software: Included Accessories: SectionCalc - Arrange and calculate section properties for a loaded shape. ImageCalc -
Calculate section properties for loaded images. PlaceMaster - Load and calculate section properties for all parts of an assembly.
Please Note: ·Price does not include taxes, VAT or any fees for international customers. ·One-time payment: Payment is
required in advance, and this offer cannot be combined with any other offer. ·Upon ordering please note that your credit card
will not be charged until your order ships. Your privacy is important to us. In that regard, this Privacy Statement discloses the
information collection and use practices for Mitimind's services, products, and customer and technical support. ·Provide order,
order management, and technical support information for our products. ·Identify you as a customer. ·Share your contact
information with Mitimind to assist us in providing better services. Contact Information: This information is collected for the
purpose of providing products and services, and for the purposes described in this Privacy Statement, Mitimind collects the
following information: ·Name ·Email address ·User IDs and passwords ·Other technical information. Cookies: As is true on
most web sites, when you visit Mitimind's web site, our web server does receive and record information, such as the IP address
and browser type, that your computer provides. We use this information to analyze trends, administer the site, track users'
movements, and gather broad demographic information for aggregate use. Most importantly, we use this information to
personalize and improve our web site. Linked Sites: In addition to our site, Mitimind may provide links to other sites. We
encourage you to review the privacy statements of those sites as they may be different than ours. The Bottom Line: All
information collected by Mitimind is used for the purpose of providing products and services, and for the purposes described in
this Privacy Statement. Mitimind will not rent, sell, or otherwise provide this information to anyone at any time.
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System Requirements:

Minimum specifications: CPU: Intel Core i5-2400 @ 3.10GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 @ 3.20GHz (or equivalent)
Memory: 4GB DDR3 @ 1333MHz GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 or ATI Radeon HD 5870 (or equivalent) Screen: Intel
HD Graphics 4400 or NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 or ATI Radeon HD 5670 (or equivalent) HDD: 20GB OS: Windows 7/8
Recommended specifications: CPU: Intel
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